smart Technology for Healthy Calves

Automatic Calf Feeder
- Priority control for young calves
- Up to 120 feeding calves at 4 stations
- Rapidly trained calves
- Animal-specific feeding plans
- Integrated cleaning
- Optional parallel feeding

CalfRail for individual pens
- Up to 8 feedings / day
- Freshly prepared small portions
- Animal-specific feed quantities
- Up to 32 calves per CalfRail unit
- Flexible animal control
- Automatic cleaning

Foerster-Technik North America Inc.
jer.ziemerink@foerster-technik.com
Phone: 519-239-9756
www.foerster-technik.com
facebook.com/foerstertechnik

CalfApp & CalfCloud
- Simple and intuitive operation
- All data at a glance 24/7
- Data backup to the CalfCloud
- Useful monitoring tool

Come & see us at the WDE, TC915

Visit us at World Dairy Expo! – Booth TM A

the ONLY boat in the industry that can be pulled down the road, no trailer needed!

- Pontoon hydraulic foldable to 8-1/2' for OTR transport
- All functions run via remote control
- No priming necessary
- GPS coming soon

Visit us at World Dairy Expo! – Booth TM A

(507) 429-4364
www.JTBoatsllc.com

"X marks the spot!" As you discover “new dairy worlds” at the World Dairy Expo, be sure to include these destinations in your search for hidden treasures.